
2. METHODOLOGY
   I. Corpus
We first compiled a domain-specific corpus
with texts written in Portuguese. The typology
of texts includes books, master's theses,
academic journals, and texts copied from
Web sites, all in digital format and available
without paywalls, from sources as recent as
2021 to sources dating back to 1882. 

3. TERMINOLOGICAL RESOURCE
With the outcomes of our terminological work, we developed a glossary using Lexonomy,
an online dictionary publisher (see Fig. 1). The terms included in this resource are those
we have found co-occurring with definitional contexts.  Each entry of the glossary is
provided with contexts extracted from the corpus, related terms, and equivalents in English
and Spanish sourced from online dictionaries. 

CORPUS: TEXT TYPE

  II. Terminological data extraction
In order to semi-automatically explore the corpus, we used AntConc (NLP tool) to identify
and extract the most frequent terms co-occurring with contextual definitions – i.e.
definitions found in context. The criteria for selecting terms were (i) the highest frequency
(see Table 1) and (ii) the possibility of extracting definitions of the concepts they
designate (see Table 2). Therefore, for the purposes of this study, the terms whose
concepts are not defined or explained in the corpus were not considered.

4. FINAL REMARKS
(1) While searching for equivalent terms in English and Spanish, we have observed that
some terms designating <Cryptids> are common to different cultures, while others may
refer to a slightly different concept given the description of different characteristics in the
contextual definitions, or to a completely different concept when designated by an
apparent loanword, e.g. "alicórnio" and "alicorn". As far as we have been able to observe,
while most of the concepts in this domain have remained unchanged over time, e.g.
<Sphinx>, some have stabilised, e.g.,  <Werewolf>, a concept that was once defined with
different combinations of characteristics as in  <Wolf>, <Donkey>, <Goat>, among others,
thus with different descriptions of human-animal forms. The same happens with the
concepts <Mermaid>, <Siren> and <Sea Fairy>, the latter having evolved from the
medieval tradition as a malevolent entity to a gentle one according to 19th-century Danish
literature. These observations were made possible by a  comparative analysis between
contextual definitions found in contemporary texts (20th and 21st century) and older texts
(19th century). (2) Cryptozoology is not an exact science with well-defined boundaries,
which rises some difficulties to organise concepts whose characteristics vary inter- and
intra-culture. Some doubts remained unsolved and require more study, such as the case
of  "alicórnio" and "alicorn": are these true loanwords?  (3) With this study, we intended to
demonstrate that terminological methods are useful for systematising domain knowledge
information, even in the context of folklore - a non-scientific field of interest in which some
concepts are perceived differently (or not) across cultures.
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INTRODUCTION
This study focuses on the systematisation of the terms and concepts from the domain of
cryptozoology to propose (i) a typology of cryptid entities and, (ii) to develop a corpus-
based glossary in the context of Portuguese folklore. To accomplish our goals, we have
compiled a domain-specific corpus from scratch in order to semi-automatically extract
domain-knowledge information using a natural language processing (NLP) tool. The
linguistic analysis of the terminological data, namely terms, definitions, and definitional
contexts identified in the corpus, allowed us to organise some concepts of this domain
according to their form and stage of evolution.

1. DOMAIN UNDER FOCUS
According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, cryptozoology is the study and search for
animals, especially legendary animals (such as Sasquatch), usually to evaluate the
possibility of their existence. In other words, it is a field of interest that studies unknown,
legendary or extinct animals whose current existence is disputed or unsubstantiated,
especially those popular in folklore. These entities are referred to as cryptids, a term
coined by the subculture. Not following the scientific method, it is considered a
pseudoscience by mainstream science and is neither a branch of zoology nor folklore
studies. Cryptozoology was founded in the 1950s by zoologists Bernard Heuvelmans and
Ivan T. Sanderson.

   III. Terminological data systematisation
Analysing the terminological data extracted from the corpus, namely definitions and
definitional contexts,  i.e., contexts rich in knowledge information useful for writing
definitions, allowed us to organise some domain concepts (see Table 2). The concepts
were hierarchically systematised using CmapTools (see Map 1) according to the type of
form (and metamorphosis if applicable) of the entities they denote, such as <humanoid
cryptid>, <human-animal hybrid cryptid>, <animal-like cryptid>, and <elemental cryptid>.
Some sub-types of these concepts are related to each other through non-hierarchical
associative relations (see ISO/FDIS 1087, 2019 (E)), depending on their family
relationship, shape-shifting property (see <Werewolf> in Map 1) or form evolution over
time ( see <Hirã> in Map 1).

Map 1: Proposal for a typology of <Cryptids> according to their form and evolution

Table 1: Candidate terms extracted from the corpus

Fig. 1: The glossary's entry for "lobisomem", on Lexonomy

Table 2: Examples of definitional contexts extracted from the corpus

Map key:

Fig. 1 represents the entry of "lobisomem" [werewolf]. The definition is our proposal,
based on the definitional contexts we have found in the corpus (see Table 2). 
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